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What will you do without Him
When death is drawing near?
Without His love—the only love
That casts out every fear;
When the shadow-valley
opens,
Unlighted and unknown.
And the terrors of its darkness
Must all be passed alone.
What will you do without Him
When the Great White Throne is set.
And the Judge who never can mistake
And never can forget,
The Judge whom you have never here
As Friend and Savior sought,
Shall summon you to give account
Of deed and word and thought?
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The Few Remaining
Years
Henry F. Milans
^

What Will You Do Without
Him?

fe»,

"I Want Grandpa"
Frank Strickland

What will you do without Him
When He hath shut the door.
And you are left outside, because
You would not come before?
When it is no use knocking,
No use to stand and wait,
For the word of doom toils through
breast.
That terrible "Too late!"
You cannot do without Him;
There is no other name
By which you can be saved
No way, no hope, no claim!
Without Him—everlasting loss
Of love and life and light!
Without Him—everlasting woe
And everlasting night!
—Selected by Martha
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We Would See Jesus
Georgia A.
r

E have seen Him in the light of
sacred history; we have seen Him
as the world's Redeemer, dying for a lost
race; we have seen Him in His humility,
in His suffering, and glorious triumph. But
we would see Him as our personal Savior,
the propitiation for sin.
One summer day a naturalist went out
upon the Highlands of Scotland with his
microscope to study the heather bell in all
its native glory. In order that he might
see it in its perfection he got down upon
his knees and without picking the flower
adjusted his instrument and was soon reveling in its delicacy and beauty. Suddenly there 'was a shadow on his instrument.
He waited for a time thinking it was a
passing cloud, but the shadow remained.
Presently he looked around and there
stood an old Highland shepherd watching
him.
Without saying a word he plucked the
little heather bell and handed it with the
microscope to the shepherd, that he, too,
might behold its beauty. The old shepherd put the instrument to his eyes, and
looked at the flower until tears streamed
down his rugged face, and then tenderly
handing it back he said, "Ay, mon, I wish
ye had never shown it me."
" W h y ? " asked the scientist.
"Because," said he, "these rude feet
have trodden on so many of them."
T h e flower was not changed. It was
the vision which came to the old Highlander that ever after made the change in
his feelings towards the heather bell.
The Christ of the ages remains the
same "yesterday, and today, and forever".
T h e change must come to the heart of man
through a vision of Christ with its transforming and purifying power. Upon this
alone depends his hope of happiness i n
earth and Heaven. N o soul can sin so

Merry
lightly as before, after having once beheld
the "Lamb for sinners slain."
Christ said, "Blessed are the pure in
heart: for they shall see God" (Matt. 5:8).
T h e redeemed see Him, not only in His
redemptive power, but they see Him in
every condition in life. The farmer passes
along the country road. He sees the vegetation, calls it weeds and passes on. The
botanist stops to study those same rude
plants for in them he sees volumes of beauty and interest. T h e difference in the attitude of the two men is in their vision.
A sinful world looks upon the adverse
conditions of life as "hard luck"; but the
Christian sees a Divine hand, shaping and
directing his life, and adverse winds as
God's providences directed for his good.
They also see Him in material things.
The inspired writer speaks of the beauty
of holiness, but let us transpose those
"words to the holiness of beauty. Is not
the crimson on the petals of the lovely rose
the expression of his holiness in nature?
Did H e not paint the lilies of the field, and
the gorgeous tints in the evening sky? Is
not all the glory and beauty of this wonderful world of ours the expression of
His holiness? Can not he who is pure in
heart appreciate the touch of God's hand
in nature more perfectly than those who
have never had a vision of his holiness?
T h e pure in heart see Him in every
phase of earthly life until the world glows
and vibrates for them.
The millions of flaming worlds that for
countless ages have swept through the
path of the sky declare His wisdom and
glory. T h e mountains in their silent majesty tell us that from "everlasting to everlasting" H e is God. The far-flung ocean
waves reflect the greatness of His power.
But infinitely greater in His glory and
majesty displayed in the perfection of beauty revealed in the heart of the sinner saved

Announcing Roxbury Camp August 5 to 13
The Fourth Annual Holiness Camp Meeting of
the Brethren in Christ
Plan now to spend your summer vacation, August 5 to 12,
and enjoy eight clays of inspiring and soul-refreshing fellowship
at this splendid Camp. Roxbury Camp is located at the foot of
the Blue Ridge Mountains, near Roxbury, Pa.
Address all communications and inquiries to Arthur Zook,
Chambersburg, Pa., R. 4. Further announcements concerning
the Camp will appear in later issues of this paper.
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by grace—for, "He will beautify the meek
with salvation".
A Japanese woman once said to a missionary who was teaching a school for girls:
"You do not admit any but beautiful girls
to your school, do you?" "Yes." answered the missionary, "we take any girl, but
they soon become converted and their
countenance is changed." The Japanese
lady was anxious that her daughter might
become as beautiful as the Christian girls
but she was not willing that she should become a Christian. Many go away sorrowful because they are not willing to pay
the price. But, it is he that overcometh
who shall receive the "white stone and in
it the new name written." It is the redeemed who shall "walk with Him in white
for they are worthy." It is the "path of
the just" that is "as the shining light," and
when
"The shadows
lengthen
Across the landscape of our life;
A vision of Jesus our souls will strengthen
For the last conflict and strife."
—Light and Life Evangel.
W h y study the Bible? "To hear His
voice, to obey His will, to behold His
glory, and to be conformed to His likeness."—T. P. Brannon.
It is good neither to eat flesh, nor to
drink wine, nor any thing whereby thy
brother stumbleth.—Romans 14:21.
Thou has neither part nor lot in this
matter: for thy heart is not right in the
sight of God.—Acts 8:21.

Announcing the Second

BIBLE HOLINESS CAMP
MEETING
(Interdenominational)
Scott's Farm, Knoxville, Iowa
Six miles southwest of Knoxville on gravel road from Knoxville to Melcher.
August 10 to 20, 1939
Three Services Daily —10:00
A. M.-2:30P. M.-7:30P. M.
Called Workers
Bishop—R. I. Witter, Kansas
Evangelists—J. W. Payne, Nebraska ; H. W. Landis, Iowa.
For further information write
Mary Wenger, Knoxville, Iowa,
R. 2.
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Conference Sermon
Bishop

C. N. Hostetter,

Sr.

E E T I N G S to the officials, delegates,
G Rand
laymen of The Brethren in Christ
Church:
The Blessing of Fellowship
God is faithful by whom ye were called
unto the fellowship of His Son, Jesus
Christ, our Lord. Let us bear in mind the
fact that the church is an instrument in the
hands of God for the accomplishment of a
certain purpose; and in that purpose the
church can only rightfully serve to the degree that she stands in complete fellowship
with Jesus Christ in His work.
N o w fellowship means companionship
on equal and friendly terms, complete association and joint interests; therefore it
means a great deal more than the provision
of privilege. It means and includes responsibility. Fellowship with Jesus Christ
in His work does not merely mean that His
resources are at our disposal but it also
means that our resources are in His control.
Complete fellowship of The Church with
Jesus Christ in His work puts all the riches
of Christ at Her disposal, and in turn, all
the gifts which the Spirit has bestowed upon her, are at the command of Christ, for
the work of God.
In our association with God through Jesus Christ we assume reponsibility as members of His body. He is the head of the
church for in Him dwelleth all the fullness
of the Godhead bodily. The fullness of
The Godhead is in Christ, and when Paul
makes this statement he does it in the ever
present tense; not dwelt, nor will dwell,
but dwelleth, the constant present tense.
Speaking of the Saints or the members of
His body: "And ye are complete in Him."
In other words it is in Him that you reach
your full life.
The fullness of the Godhead is in Christ.
In the eternal purpose of God it was necessary for Him to make a visible display of
Himself, and when the fullness of time was
come God sent forth His Son made of a
woman to redeem, to ransom, to buy us
back so that we might occupy the position
of Sons. "And because you are Sons, God
hath sent forth the Spirit of His Son into
your hearts crying Abba Father." The
fullness dwelleth in Him; the saints or the
members of His body, are made full in Him.
He is not made full, He is full. W e are
not full, but are made full in Him. He is
the Imags of the Invisible God.
Listen,
when it became necessary for God to appear in visible form to mankind He just
clothed Himself in a Human form, and if
you want to know the fullness of the Godhead bodily set your eyes on Jesus Christ
who is the Image of the Invisible God,
the first born of every creature. The relation of Christ to creation is declared in
the words, "The first born of all creation."

E are happy to devote our editorial
space to the Conference Sermon
delivered at the opening session of our
recent Annual Conference. W e trust our
readers will give it a careful perusal. Also,
on the next page, we have the sermon delivered by Bish. R. I. Witter on the Sunday morning of Conference. This message
was given in the Auditorium, which was
crowded to capacity.
M a y God bless these messages and may
they bring enrichment to the spiritual life
of all who read them.

The relation of Christ to redemption is
revealed in the declaration: "The first born
from the dead." He is not only the first
born of all creation but He is also the first
born from the dead. Death is due to sin.
Between the time of Jesus being the
first born of all creation and the first born
from the dead, there came the awful tragedy of sin. The result was death, but in
His becoming the first born from the dead
He became a victor in perfect triumph.
This is the Christ through W h o m we are
made complete. "And ye are complete in
Him." W e are restored to-our true place
through Him. Out of this fact grows our
missionary responsibility. "Go ye into all
the world." This means more than to
simply travel over the world. It means
that we should go into the creation that is
crying, groaning and sobbing, into this
agonizing creation and bring the evangel
of a risen Christ, W h o is Master and Lord
and Redeemer of all creation.
Do you catch the significance of our
being here? W e are in living contact
with Jesus Christ, the Head of the body.
The true function of this body is the
proclamation of truth to a ruined world.
W e are God's instrument to display, to
advertise, to make known, to declare the
unsearchable riches of God through Christ.
The words of a church father are these:
" W h a t I am writing to you is for this purpose: that people may know how to behave themselves in the house of God.
which is the church of T h e Living God,
the Pillar and Ground of the Truth." The
church is the instrument upon which truth
is displayed. Through her the truth is
raised up so that men may see it. "Ye are

Please Take Notice
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the Light of the world, a city set on a hill
cannot be hid, neither do men light a candle
and put it under a bushel, but on a stand;
and it shineth unto all that are in the house.
Let your light so shine before men that
they may see your good works and glorify
your father which is in Heaven."
The supreme value of this body is the
truth it reveals and reflects in the world.
Truth is light which flashes in the darkness,
dissipating it, rebuking evil, thus making it
easier for folks who are stumbling to
find their way. Paul, in making this tremendous statement, in relation to the
church and the truth she declares, immediately in a most positive manner describes
the effect of the truth, "And without controversy great is the mystery of Godliness." The church is the means by which
God extends, sustains, and perptetuates
the saving knowledge of divine truth. Results become amazing in the lives of men
as they are turned from sin into Godliness,
and the effects are declared in the statement, "Without controversy great is the
mystery of Godliness."
W h a t is the power creating this change?
Let us simply change this word Godliness,
without doing it any violence, to the word
true piety. The mystery of Godliness is,
that Godliness or true piety, is the end of
all that truly believe. The thought of
Godliness, or true piety, as here expressed decribes a relationship to God in
our religious life that is expressed in the
actualities of everyday life.
This effect, Peter says, creates astonishment in the people you used to go with,
for he says "They think it strange that you
do not run with them to the same excess
of riot."
There was a time when the mystery of
Godliness here spoken of, was hid in the
very counsel of God, but here Paul does
not remain by the abstract ideal of Godliness; he passes on to a concrete and positive example, which is found in a person
who displayed this perfect idea.
"This was God manifest in the flesh,
justified in the spirit, seen of angels,
preached unto the Gentiles, believed on in
the world, received up into Glory."
This same Jesus on the evening of the
Resurrection day said to his disciples, "As
my Father hath sent me forth, I am sending
you forth." About four days earlier when
Jesus poured out His heart to the Heavenly Father in His high priestly prayer he
said, "As Thou hast sent me into the
world even so have I also sent them into the
world." Thus the true function of the
Church of God in the world is, the proclamation of Godliness, and the standard of
Godliness is, The Christ and all those associated with Him manifesting to the world
the true life of piety, of religion, of Godliness.

AH Foreign Missionary offerings
Let me appeal to you with all my Godshould be forwarded to the new treas- given powers for this fellowship to be
(Continued on page 221)
urer, John H. Hoffman, Maytown, Pa.
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The Bridal Party Aboard the Liberty Limited for New Jerusalem
Sermon by Bish. Ray I. Witter,

delivered at Grantham, Pa., on Ikmf. Sunday, June 11.

A K E no credit to myself for our mesI Tsage
of the morning. It was born in
Indiana at two o'clock in the morning, last
winter while in revival meetings there. If
you can get a small, degree of the inspiration in your heart that I had, I am sure
you are going out of this place feeling you
have been with God.
I have done considerable traveling this
past twenty years, and it is from this fact
that we shall draw our analogy this morning. I am sure some of you have experienced some of the thrills that come t o us
when the Lord gives us inspiration to
carry on in the battle. Continue to pray,
for there are souls here who need help.
W e are simply presenting truth, not making a display.
Sometimes we take a text and preach
from it, but we are going to preach to it
this morning. Revelation 19:1-10 is the
Scripture on which I base my message,
using an actual scene in life. I have often
prayed God to make me a simple preacher.
M y desire is to be that little one. Our
subject is "The Bridal Party Aboard the
Liberty Limited Tor N e w Jerusalem." As
we give to you by illustration some of the
beautiful truths, we want you to follow us
closely. Examine your heart and see
whether you know the way and have paid
the price, and are on the way.
All railway routes are named. On different lines you will find different routes,
but for our route we will go back to
Isaiah 35:8—
"And an highway shall be there, and
a way, and it shall be called The W a y
of Holiness; the unclean shall not pass
over it; but it shall be for those; the
•wayfaring men, though fools, shall not
err therein."
In my travelings, I have known of the
Scenic route, the Grand Canyon route, the
Streamline route, but there is one that we
want to pay attention to that is different.
Our route is that in Isaiah 35:8.
/. Getting Ready:—
W h e n we take a trip, it is important to
get ready. There are those who, weeks
and months ahead of time, prepare. Let
us keep in mind the vital importance of
getting ready. Here we find that conviction and repentance have their important
place. Reformation follows because of
this. Conviction alone will work reformation. There have been extreme, outstanding reformations in people's lives when
they received conviction alone, but that is
not sufficient. I pray that we might see
more Bible conviction, then the reforma-
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tion which is to follow is always noticeable.
Although we are not yet able to start
on our journey, we notice the importance
of counting the cost. W h o would think
of starting out on a journey without counting the cost? If you d o not pay the price,
you will not be able to get through. Many
folks fail to make that entire surrender in
all that it means. W h e n General Grant
met General Lee at the close of the Civil
W a r , and the terms were stated, these were
the terms—"An unconditional surrender."
God's term's are unconditional
surrender.
Follow God's terms. Until this is accomplished, you have not made the entire surrender.
Maybe you never got started. T h e terms
are unconditional, and we must get things
in order. W e must make restitution. Unless we press on and have gone the route
of restitution, it is of no use to go further,
because we will break down and get nowhere. It matters not how much you have
wept, unless there is that genuine repentance, which means turning from, just as
far as you are guilty, you will not get far
in this Christian life on this Limited of
which I am speaking. There are many
folks whom I fear cannot go on, unless
they make restitution. I fear they have
never gotten aboard.
2.

Station Begins on a Branch Line:—
Arriving at the station. Here is where
a change takes place. Here is where God
does something within us; works the real
work of grace, regenerating by the power
of the Holy Ghost. Naturally speaking,
I would say many times I have arrived at
the station, and many have been the tears
when good-byes were said. T o o many
folks have never said "good-bye" and all
that it implies. You will get nowhere until you say good-bye.
That means leaving
behind; that means a separation, a breaking
of that tie of fellowship.
Have you said
good-bye to all your old habits, and is
everything that is near and dear to you
given up? M a n y folks, because they have
not said good-bye have not progressed in
the Christian life and they cannot take the
train—that old Gospel train.
I said good-bye to my pals back there
when I was nineteen years of age. I sold
my baseball suit for $1.50—it didn't mean
that much to me any more. Those pals
have been going in one direction ever
since, and I have been going in another. I
had bonfires and said good-bye and enjoyed a change of fellowship.
I realize that a change of desires comes.
As we start on our journey, having pur-

chased our ticket, while the road is not so
smooth, the road bed not so solid, just so
in the new-born person, there is not the
anchorage, nor the things to enjoy that
there will be later. The progress is not so
rapid, in fact it is somewhat slow, and the
equipment is not so good. I have never
found an air-conditioned car on the small
branch road. Of course, there are naturally lots of stops along the way.
3.

What Cannot Get On:—
Going along the branch line, notice some
things which cannot get on. Some people
are barred. Once when in Chicago, I observed that three men came down the aisle
at the station to the gate. They had tickets,
but they were not admitted because they
were disqualified by drunkenness. I fear
a lot of folks are disqualified and they do
not realize it. Profession without possession disqualifies for admission.
Committed
sin which has not been confessed will not
admit you. All liars and adulterers cannot
get on the train. W e are living in days
when we need to cry out against adultery
in the lives as well as in the hearts of men
and women, and for those who will live in
adultery the W o r d stands without a challenge that justice will be given them. On
this train there will be no movies, dancers,
card players, or smokers. More folks have
a greater interest in playing cards than
they have in the prayer meetings and places
of Christian fellowship. N o unforgiveness
or disobedience will be allowed. The people that look back are disqualified to get
on the train that is going to N e w Jerusalem.
Arriving at the Terminal:—
W e now arrive at the terminal which I
have named Consecration.
T o o many
folks have not been willing to pay the
price. Consecration is the death to self, a
dying out. It is the thing that will take
place in your soul when the "old man" is
crucified and put off, so that the new man
can be put on. I am speaking Gospel truth
this morning. Our efforts are too insincere. W e do not go deep enough into
the things of God. Unless the Christian
life has cost you something in the course
of your life there is something radically
wrong. There must be a death to self before you get admittance on the main line.
It is through going, this Liberty Limited,
and makes very few stops. It is not going
to stop unless you have paid the fare, unless you have gone to the right place to get
on. W e must get on at this terminal, Consecration, or death to self.
4. Main Line of Liberty Limited:—
The Main Line of the Liberty Limited is
coming along. This is a Holiness road. M y
Bible declares that without holiness, no
man shall see the Lord. Beloved, this is
Gospel truth. God told Abraham, in
Genesis 17:1, " W a l k before me, and be
thou perfect."
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The Main Line of the Liberty Limited is
a road that is clean, and only those are
there who have experienced deliverance
from sin, and are enjoying the fellowship
of God. The Holiness road is a smooth
road bed, with heavy rails and well grounded, carrying the train of the elect. Many
people look with envy at the special trains.
This is the train of the select. It has
no room for excess baggage. Folks cometo church and have sewing machines and
bedroom suites and farms on their minds
during the service, and we try to preach
over it all, sometimes. Some folks must
take the freight train because of their baggage. N o room for excessive baggage!
W h y do you want it when you will not
need it? Those things that you would
take along when you are bound for a place
that is better will look like rags and rubbish—nothing but rubbish. Bless God, we
do not need that trash!

of a wreck, but we have a Conductor who
gets orders from Heaven. He will see us
through. He is a great comforter, bless his
name. I feel safe and secure in His care.
W h e n I board a train I put full confidence
in the man in the uniform and start out. I
can just rest and put all responsibility upon
him. But have you learned that secret?
He is a comforter in the hour of need.

This is a train of luxury. Many folks
are going along with their heads down.
They look like they are in mourning constantly.
There are no babies on this train. You
do not hear their cries. This is a train of
dignitaries.
W h e n I arrive at a station,
if folks there recognized who was coming,
they would get the band out because I am
an ambassador of the King. (I say this illustratively.) The reason for having our
heads down is because we do not recognize who we are- or where we are going,
and to whom we belong. You can look
down on every class of people outside of
God's saints, because you belong to the
King. This is a train of a chosen genera~
tion, a royal priesthood,
ambassadors,
kings and priests, who are clothed in pure
white robes.
This is a train of happy folks. W h e n
Jesus was here on earth, there were some
Hallelujah choruses. On one occasion the
folks in the city were so blessed that they
got a donkey out and pulled off their coats
for Jesus to ride over. I see them along
the road. They felt so good in their souls
because the King was with them. W h e n
certain of the crowd objected to the great
celebration, Jesus himself said that if these
should hold their peace, the very stones
would cry out. Songs of victory will be
sung.
This is the blood route. If you do not
like the blood, you will have trouble getting on the road. The blood has a vital
place from the first sin that was committed. Rahab was saved by the blood.
Israel was also saved by the blood. In
Revelation we find that we are to bear
witness by the blood and the word of our
testimonies.
The Conductor is a wondenful one. The
Holy Ghost is our conductor. He gets his
orders from above.
He is running on
time, and true to schedule. There will be
no wrecks ahead. Some folks are in fear

5.

Observation Car:—
Let us next get on the Observation car.
This is a parlor car. Only certain folks
can go in. I Cor. 2:9 tells us: "Eye hath
not seen, nor ear heard, neither have entered into the heart of man, the things
which God hath prepared for them that
love him." Is love in your Bible? It is in
mine. Consider this statement: "For them
that love Him." The folks that do not
love Him are not in the Observation car.
W e bathe in the sunshine of His love. W e
get the revelations of the Spirit.
During a Michigan conference, Bro.
Stump preached a sermon on this statement, "Ephraim is a cake upturned." A
certain sister went down the aisle shouting the victory. You know the application. The one side, if it is not turned, is
sticky, and it must be turned over and put
into the fire and allowed to become thoroughly baked. This sister had a revelation
of the Word. That is what you need.
As w e remember from experience, when
a train is going sixty or seventy miles per
hour, things outside seem to be whizzing
by. Is the world whizzing by? Are you
on the Observation car? Are things of no
interest passing by? You don't want to
stop. Earthly things will vanish. Get on
the Observation car and you will get
enough revelation to bless your soul.
Things become fresh and new and more
real. There is a continual change of scenery. Things are never the same.
6.
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Pullman:—
N o w let us get on the Pullman car. The
Liberty Limited is a twentieth century
train—a streamliner. I find from every
angle that we are still in the lead. W e
have always been in the lead. The train is
equipped with radio, hooked up to
Heaven. Today, when I see the ladies
wearing bandanas on their heads, I sometimes think they will soon be wearing coverings. W e have always been in the lead,
I say. Naturally speaking, my pocketbook would not stand the price of a Pullman. Here is a Pullman I can get on. It
is paid by the blood of Jesus. I can ride
the Pullman. Many of you folks are uncomfortable. Get on the Liberty Limited
where you can ride the cushions.
I recall of once having seen a young
lady on the train. She was evidently not
accustomed to this mode of travel, for she
was very uncomfortable. She could not
relax and believe everything would be all
right. She held on. M y heart went out
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to her. She was not restful, for she did
not realize the road was sufficiently safe
to carry her through. That is where a lot
of folks are.
Let us ride the cushions, resting on His
promises. Here for us is a pillow of peace.
This pillow will not cost you a quarter.
It is free. Don't rest your head on a cold
chair arm. Take a free pillow! In this
Pullman you don't need to even make your
own bed. Read Psalms 41:3—
"The Lord will strengthen him upon
•the bed of languishing; thou wilt make
all his bed in his sickness."
He promised to make your bed when you
are ill. He will make your bed even amid
sickness and affliction when you cannot
help yourself. His jealous eye of watchfulness is over us. W h a t wonderful quarters these are! God wants to make us comfortable. He is looking over you every
day, every hour, every moment.
7.

Dining Car:—
W e now enter the Dining car. In this
car, naturally speaking, I am a foreigner.
I could not afford a one-dollar meal. It is
free on this train, I am not living on cheese
and crackers either. It has a wonderful
bill of fare. It will never give you Dyspepsia. Meals are planned by the Master
dietitian, and we are living on Canaan
food.
If "I'm Living On The Manna"
feeds you, sing it, but when you get to
Canaan the manna ceases. W h e n you get
Canaan food and the good old corn that
sticks to your ribs, you will not need to get
it every day, and just so much, but you
will get something that will hold. W h y
do you want oyster suppers, and chicken
stews and hot dog lunches in your
churches? W e have the finest of food.
W e are feeding on the finest of wheat
without any chaff. W e have in our bill of
fare Canaan food—the finest of wheat,
grapes, pomegranates, milkr honey, olives,
old corn, New wine.
W h e n the Israelites got into Canaan,
they feasted. N o longer was it manna, but
the riches of the land. They had something better than manna. W h e n Joseph
sent his brethren back to his father, Jacob,
he sent with them ten wagon loads of good
things, corn and meat. They needed corn
by the wayside and new wine.
Surely, there is some drinking. In the
thirty-sixth Psalm, verse 8, are the words:
"They will be abundantly satisfied
with the fatness of Lhy house; and
thou shalt make them drink of the
rivers of thy pleasures."
I believe in going to the river. W e are
rightly named, "River Brethren," for we can
partake of the river of God's pleasure. It
is ever running. The Devil cannot dam
it up. W h e n you are drinking from the
river of God's pleasure you will not look
(Continued on page 219)
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BOHEN-ABEL—Bro. Evan E. Bohen, son of
Rev. and Sr. Walter Bohen, of Upland, Calif.,
and Sr. Esther Abel, daughter of Rev. and
Mrs. Fred Abel, of Upland, Calif., were united
in marriage a t the Brethren in Christ Church.
Upland, Calif., on Saturday evening at 8:00,
May 20, 1939. Eld. Alvin C. Burkholder performed the ceremony.
May God's richest
blessing attend them.
EWING-CAUFMAN—On June 14, 1939, at
8:00 P.M. in the Brethren in Christ Church
in Pasadena, Bro. Ezra H. Ewing and Sr. Nora
Caufman were united in marriage by the
pastor, H. W. Buckwalter. There were over
two hundred guests present who witnessed the
ceremony. After their return from visitingrelatives and friends in Pennsylvania, Maryland, Virginia, and Illinois they will make
their home in Pasadena where Bro. Ewing is
engaged in business.
HEISEY-SCHOCK—On Saturday, June 17,
1939, a t 4:00 P.M., Bro. Avery Heisey, son
of Bro. and Sr, Millard Heisey, Conoy, Pa.,
was united in marriage to Sr. Emma Schock,
daughter of Bro. and Sr. Jacob Schock of
Washington Boro, Pa. The marriage was performed a t the Messiah Home, Harrisburg. Eld.
Graybill Wolgemuth officiating.
May God's
richest blessing attend them through life.
MARTIN-WENGER—Sr. Anna Miriam Wenger, daughter of Bro. and Sr. Eli D. Wenger
of Blue Ball, Pa., and Bro. John M. Martin,
son of Bro. and Sr. Abram H. Martin of
Marietta, Pa., were united in holy wedlock
a t the bride's home a t 3 P.M., on Saturday,
June 24, 1939. The ceremony was performed
by Bishop I. W. Musser, uncle of the bridegroom, assisted by Bishop John M. Souder of
the Weaverland Mennonite Church.
Bro. Martin has recently graduated from the
Philadelphia College of Osteopathy, and Sr.
Martin is a graduate of St. Joseph's Hospital
Training School for Nurses, Lancaster, Pa.
They will reside in Chester, Pa., where Dr.
Martin will become assistant physician to Dr.
Galen S. Young.
May God abundantly bless them, and use
them in winning many precious souls to Him
as they contact humanity in ministering to
their physical needs.
WARNER-TISSOT—On Tuesday, May 10,
1939 at 8:00 P.M., in the Brethren in Christ
Church, Chino, Calif, there occurred the marriage of Bro. James Homer Warner son of
• Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Warner and Sr. Evelyn
Ann Tissot, daughter of Bro. and Sr. A. E.
Tissot, both of Chino. Ceremony was performed by Rev. J. R. Eyster.
May God's richest blessing attend them
through life.

Obituaries
LUTZ—Martha Lutz, widow of Cyrus Lutz,
was born April 6, 1871, and died June 13, 1939,
at the home of her son-in-law and daughter
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Shenk near Millersville,
Pa., aged 68 years, 2 months, 7 days.
Sr. Lutz was converted at the age of 14
years, and united with the Brethren in Christ
Church of which she was a faithful member.
She is survived by the following children;
Jacob, Millersville; Emma, wife of Roy Hess,
"Willow Street; Mary, wife of Alvin Shenk,
with whom she resided; and Rev. Cyrus Lutz,
Lancaster, R.D. 6; two step-children, Ella W.
wife of David Eshelman, Millersville; and
John M., Harrisburg; sixteen grandchildren,
six great-grandchildren, and two sisters, MrsWilliam Shenk, Conestoga; and Mrs. D. E.
Engle, Bausman.
Funeral services were conducted Friday,
June 16, 1939 at the Manor Brethren in Christ
Church by Bish. C. N. Hostetter and Rev.
J. H. Martin. Text: II Cor. 5:1-10. Interment
-in the adjoining cemetery.
GOSS—Owen Goss, Willow Street, Pa., was
born Feb. 18, 1888 and entered into rest May
8, 1939, aged.51 years, 2 months, and 20 days.
He is survived by his wife, Martha Dagen
Goss and the following children, Verna,
Nancy and Owen.
Bro. Goss was a faithful member of the
Refton Brethren in Christ Church. He will be
greatly missed even though during the past
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cular hour cuts off every prospect for future hope. When too late, you will say,
"Surely this was the Son of God. Why not
atcept Him now—and forever escape that
dark hour.
March 29. Titus 2:11-15. Looking for
that blessed hope. Only to those who are
looking for Him is it a blessed hope. What
does it mean to you?
March 30. II Kings 6:8. Invisible realities. The Spirit of God, unseen, but keenly
felt, unseen but strangely near, either the
unseen forces of sin, or of grace will control you, yours it is to choose—which?
March 31. James ,1:27. Pure religion.
Just what kind of religion have I? Unadulterated or one that compares with the
world. How does your religion advertise
God to your fellowmen?
April i. Matt. 26:13. Standing memorials.
Build standing memorials by going out of
the way to do things that others would
not do.

gj"

NEWS OF CHURCH ACTIVITY
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BRETHREN IN CHRIST CHURCH
at Elizabethtown, Pa., for the months of
January to April
The following program was rendered by
the Young- People's Society, Sunday evening,
Jan. 8th.
THE UNTRODDEN PATH
Chorister-—Isaiah Bashore
Scripture reading—Josh. 3:1-13—Robert
Sliger.
Prayer—Lester Hess.
"It is an Unknown Way to Us"—Mary
Snyder.
Duet—Mary and Martha Snyder.
It is Perilous, but Planned—Walter Martin.
Talk to The Children—Rev. John Lebo.
Songs—by the children, directed by Walter
Martin.
It is a Safe Way, IF—Fay Martin.
Closing—Chorister.
Sunday, Mar. 12., Bishop Irvin Musser
spoke very timely from Isa. 40:3. Prepare
the way by making sacrificial service, we
need to be separated from sin, and separated to God; only the heart that bleeds can
bless, we must believe that we are God's
people, have a burning passion for lost
souls. At 2 P.M. the prayer band met, 29
present. A very interesting season of prayer was held in the interest of the revival
effort which was to open in the evening of
the same day, with Rev. Henry Hostetter
in charge. (This was Visitor's Day).
Sunday evening, Mar. 12, Acts 17:16-32,
verse 19. "This New Doctrine". Is the
old Book satisfactory in this twentieth century? Yes. It challenges the best of the
educated, it unfolds to us something ,upon
which we can hang our hope, it gives us
something that'll never wear out. This new
doctrine poured into men's lives will make
them live seven days a week like a Christian.
March 13, I Sam. 14:24-36. Let us
draw near to God.
March 14. Ex. 5:1-11, verse 2. Who
is the Lord that I should obey Him? He is
revealed to men through the Bible, and desires the human race to obey Him.
March 15. Gal. 2:16-21, verse 21. I do

few years he was not permitted to worship
regularly in service because of his illness.
He always felt an interest in the work whether absent or present in the services.
Funeral services were held May 11, 1939 in
the Pequea Brethren in Christ Church. The
services were conducted by Bish. C. N. Hostetter, Jr., and Eld. Cyrus Lutz. Interment
in Boehm's Cemetery.
STICKLEY—Sarah (Cober) Sitckley was
born Aug. 26th, 1860 and died at the home of
Eld. J. Henry Heise, near Gormley, April 15th,
1939. She was converted in 1878 and united
with the Brethren in Christ (Tunker) Church
of Markham Dist., remaining a consistent and
faithful member till death.
She was united in marriage to John Stickley
on March 9th, 1887. To this union were born
four children. Mrs. J. Henry Heise of Gormley; Peter Stickley of Almira, and Edgar of
Victoria Square, one daughter preceding her
in death. She leaves to mourn their loss,
three children, nine grandchildren, four sisters
and four brothers besides nephews and nieces
and a host of friends.
Funeral services were held April 17th at the
Heise Hill Church, near Gormley, conducted
by Bish. A. L. Winger and Rev. A. T. Gooding
(Mennonite). Interment in Heise Hill Cemetery.
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not frustrate or make void the grace of God
March 16. Gen. 4:3-10, Heb 12:22-27!
The blood of sprinkling speaks of living
a life free from sin, not in ourselves, but
through Christ.
Mar. 17. Acts 4:23-33, Rom. 15-19. The
power of the Spirit of God. The Spirit
never forces, man must decide whether to
accept or reject. What does the power of
the Spirit of God mean to you?
March 18. Matt. 24:29-39, verse 35. The
one book that is durable, the Bible, will
stand through all the storms of life. God
grant that you may let the Book be your
guide.
March 19. Mark 3:5. Grieved for the
hardness of their hearts. Rejection of light
will always bring hardness of heart. The
Fairland Anvil chorus rendered several selections at this service.
March 20. Eph. 4:1-19, verse 13. Unto
a perfect man. God's grace enables us to
develop to maturity.
March 21. Acts 26:16. To Make Thee.
The only person who is Christian in the
eyes of God is that person who has let
Jesus Christ into the heart. Are you too
busy to be the kind of Christian God wants
you to be? (This was Sunday school night).
March 22. John 3:19. Condemnation.
God never desired to condemn man, neither
was His Son sent for that purpose, God's
children should live in the world so as to
bring no reproach on the cause of Christ.
Christ.
March 23. I Sam. 2:27-36. A Sinking
Household. No nation rises higher than
the ideals of the home life. If we love
our children as we ought, we will teach
them that the Bible means what it says.
(This was family night.)
Mar. 24. Num. 32:12. Wholly following
the Lord. The outstanding thing to qualify for Christian service is a yielded and
spirit-filled life.
Mar 25. I Tim. 4:16. Take heed unto
thyself, and unto the doctrine. Building
wrong socially will be fatal in later years
for Christian young people. Thrice happy
are the young people who lay a clean
social foundation. Get your bearings from
the Old Book, it is the greatest treasure
chest the world has. (This was young people's night). Our souls were refreshed to
see a large number of young people rededicate their lives to the service of the
Lord.
March 26. John 15:12. Love One Another,
(morning service) Love is a gift imparted
to us by God.
Matt. 24:36. Warnings from the Life
of Jesus. (Evening service). Men live in
Hopes of a better tomorrow, but the tomorrow is worse unless they have Him who
makes life worthwhile. Morality has its
™ t u f ?ut Jt never is a passport to Heaven.
What will the verdict be? If Jesus is yours
—mercy; if not—judgment. Will you go
out into eternal night in the face of all the
uospel warnings?
March 27. Col. 1:27. Christ in you. Our
peace does not depend on circumstances it
is deeper seated than that.
March 28. Matt. 27:45. The hours of
darkness. Men may theorize concerning
this event but the only answer is that it
was a supernatural event bearing witness
to the work of Christ. Reader, allow me to
say here that the darkness of this parti-

Ap r
f ^ 2 ; ^ M a t t 2 1 : 5 - B e h o l d thy king
cometh. What will it be when He comes
as King of kings and Lord of lords? Now
He is your Savior, then He will be Jyour
Judge.
April 9, Sunday. We had the privilege
of enjoying a sunrise Easter service in the
Church. Eld. Lehman from York Co. gave
a very timely Easter message, the Sunday
school rendered an Easter program.
April 16, Sunday evening. The young
people's program was devoted to the interest of Hymn singing, Bro. Ezra Brubaker
gave a very interesting account of the origin of quite a number of our hymns. Some
of them were composed under very trying
circumstances.
Sunday morning, April 23. Bro. Lebo
gave us a very cimely message on things
that accompany salvation. (Acts 2:41:42.)
Sunday evening, April 30. The young
people's program was in charge of the
Young People's Society from Locust Grove,
York Co.
Opening Songs: "Don't forget to pray",
"His Way With Thee."
Scripture reading: Eph. 4:17-30, I Cor.
13:4-8, Ira Lehman.
Prayer: Clarence Kaltreider.
Song: "I Would Be True."
Topic: Christian manners.
Foundation of Christian Manners: Seth
Sense.
Duet: "I Love To Tell You What I Think
of Jesus."
Christian manners in the home: Sr. Kaltreider.
Christian manners in the school: Ruth Lehman.
Christian manners in the church: Eva Melhorn.
Recitation: Tommy's Prayer: Stella Lehman.
Trio: "Wonderful Story of Love".
Song by chorus: "Cling to the Bible."
Eld. John Lehman gave a very timely
message on "Christian conduct". Psa. 102:2.
Behave wisely.—I. F . B.

ONLY
Only a note of music
Ringing through the gloomy wood;
But it reached a weary wand'rer
And it did a world of good.
Only a word said kindly,
Falling on a wounded heart;
But it brought a rich, sweet blessing,
And did healing balm impart.
—The Evangelical Friend.
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The Few Remaining Years
Heny F.
\NH of our business men, on a recent
Saturday, hurried up to the swinging
doors of our local bank and tried to push
through—as usual. But they were locked,
much to his surprise. His countenance
clouded as he turned and saw me watching
him. "I thought I had time enough to get
here before the bank closed."
Millions iof men—busy men—are not
giving themselves time enough to think of
and plan for the late years of their lives,
and when they come up to the portals of
love and comfort and companionship they
will find them closed.
T h e y start out young to " g e t . somewhere." Their ambition and eager industry create but one controlling thought—
"make money." Every other consideration
is subordinated to business. True, they
marry and raise families; but mothers rear
children; fathers pay the bills, mechanically; wives and children—also mechanically
•—expect them to do so. They grind and
scheme, giving scant thought to the fact
that the time is coming "when no man can
work.'' Then what?
While they have been giving their all to
money making, they have neglected to allow time to reach the doors opening unto
the treasure house of love and fellowship
with their own families and with their
God, before they are closed.
T o o many men have no thought of the
few future years when they will need
affectionate fealty more than riches before which they grovel. W h i l e they worship their Golden God, love, like a wraith,
fades out of the picture and leaves them
standing, tired and alone, with arms, outstretched to a beautiful thing that has escaped them.
Some five miles below where we live
is a spacious and beautiful mansion, in a
setting of elaborate natural and created
beauty. The estate was laid out by a man
of great wealth as a quiet retreat when
he had given up the struggle for riches.
Instead, it has become a lonesome place
of desolate grandeur, where an aging man
wanders alone with the tragic memory that
he waited too long; that the doors to restful happiness and loving companionship
are closed to him. The family that he
brought up with riotous luxury in "metropolitan wild life," while he slaved for
wealth, refuses to follow him in the "boredom of the country," and the only touch
he had with his God was through his more
.or less liberal "charities," a poor substitute
for true discipleship.
"For it's not what a man possesses
That tells the final test;
It's not what a man professes
That ranks him with the best;

Milans
Nor wealth, nor race, nor learning,
Is ever the thing that amounts;
The God of us all is discerning—
It's only the heart that counts."
And this poor man kept his heart of gold
and forgot his God.
I know a man who died three years ago,
his last words a groan of regret. H e had
spent forty years with but one thought
uppermost: getting to the top of a great industrial enterprise that grew to world wide
importance. H e talked with me long and
seriously after a bad heart had marked
out his finish line. A few months before
he died he said to me: "I am trying now to
do something worth-while—humanly and
personally. But it doesn't come easy for me.
I should have started earlier in life. I don't
know how."
H e seemed pleased to give me a hundred
dollar check sometimes for my Salvation
Army corps. This fine man achieved his
ambition, but he missed peace in the few
remaining years ahead when he had to live
with the "innermost thoughts of his heart."
W e are journeying from childhood to
old age. Rich or poor, we need each other.
The man who tries to Lve unto himself
will be alone when the shcdows fall across
his life and he needs a good Samaritan.
One lives largely only when one lives
usefully. Money and power take wings
when the eternal shores appear in the distance. Wealth then will not buy peace,
and it may b e too late to find one's way
to God. T h e feverish scramble for 'wealth
may have closed that door, too.
But if we accept life as a vast opportunity for helpfulness, our place in the
world and before God will grow larger and
larger as we continually, though unconsciously, lengthen our reach.
T h e busiest man can find time to be
kind. The most determined man can, with
great benefit to himself, stop now and then
to help others on the way up. The race
for success is hot and hard; some runners
break down and drop out; there are always
times when they can be lifted on the track
and put back on their feet. If we do good
to twenty, we live splendidly in twenty
lives.
T h e season is close upon us when all
hearts are moved to be kind and unselfish,
because a loving God gave us the greatest
of all gifts in His Son. Open purses and
generous impulses will shower gifts with
lavish hand.
"But somehow, not only for Christmas,
But all the long year through.
The joy that you give to others is
The joy that comes back to you;
And the more you spend in blessing
The poor and the lonely and sad.
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The more your heart's possessing
Returns to make you glad."
T h e crowning glory of living is found
in His injunction: "Inasmuch as ye have
done it unto the least of these M y brethren,
ye have done it unto Me."
Only in this way may the few remaining years ahead be filled with the "peace
that the world cannot give."—War Cry.

The Life-Giving Word
¥ T was the Urdu Bible that some sixty
•"• years ago won the Moslem mystic and
philosopher, Imad-ud-Din, the hardest nut
to crack in all North India, from Islam to
Christ, transforming him into the most
doughty champion of the Christian faith
for many a decade. And early in the
twentieth century it was the same Urdu
N e w Testament, which though first flung
away in hot anger, irresistibly drew Sadhu
Sundar Singh to the feet of the Savior.
Through its message he' s given inspiration
to three continents, and was commissioned
to become the Apostle of Tibet the Forbidden, where after many fruitful trips
he has at last laid down his life for the
sake of Him whom having not seen he
loved.
"A friend writes: 'During last year a
young Mohammedan came and asked for
baptism. I examined him and found him
well-versed in Gospel teaching and very
sincere. I learned hat He had first become
acquainted with Christ through reading a
second hand copy of the Urdu N e w Testament purchased from a bookseller. His
mind had been wonderfully opened by the
leading Christian truths; and although the
son of a wealthy Moslem, he was not in
the least bigoted.
" ' W e put him on probation for three
months. At the close of that time he insisted on baptism, even though it meant
giving up his home and future prospects.
His parents and friends were very angry at
first, but they have since taken him back,
and he is being used of God to sow the
good seed among the Mohammedans in
a very difficult city.'—M. B. I. Monthly.
One may suspect that even real Christians stand sorely in need of such a lesson
as Isaiah received. W h o can wonder at
the humbling effect which such a manifestation immediately produced? Doubtless
he was a servant of Jehovah before his
eyes were thus fully opened. At the back
of all the inadequacy of our worship, and
the oft-times futility of our service, is
"the dullness of our blinded sight" regarding things heavenly, and their relation to
things earthly, and to our little selves. A
truly spiritual vision produces a deep sense
of unworthiness to stand before God. Men
sometimes boast that they have nothing
to fear, or nothing to be ashamed of.
Thus they reveal their utter lack of spiritual perception.-—Selected.
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Home-Coming Day
% %H

Brethren in Christ Church, Upland,' California

H P H E enterprising pioneer spirit of the
•^ founders of the California Church lived and breathed in the reminiscences spontaneously uttered at the Homecoming at
the Upland Church, Sunday, M a y 14. The
early years of the local church were happily made to live again in the memories of
the representative members from that period of church history who were privileged
to be present at this first home-coming
service. Around 200 visitors returned to
the home church, some for the first time
in 25 years, from various parts of Southern
California, some coming as far as 240
miles.
A review of the entire history of the
Upland Church was given during the forenoon and afternoon sessions, enlivened
with a great many personal reminiscences.
Rev. Samuel Eyer, Corcoran, California,
the "boy preacher" of the early day, who
left Upland twenty-six years ago and has
not been privileged to return during the last
18 years, gave the morning address on
"The Final Home-Coming." He compared
the present occasion with that great coming event: both are at definite, particular
places; just as a committee made great preparation for this occasion, so is Christ preparing the place for the great home-coming; and for both must preparation be
made by those who would attend. But the
transportation, he pointed out, will be vastly different; there will be no detours, no
flat tires, no crashes, but all who are ready
will be caught up by way of the air and
clouds for that wonderful meeting in the
air.
In keeping with Mother's D a y and the
spirit of the occasion, the pastor gave a
tribute to mothers by reading a poem written by Brother B. L. Byer. He then honored Mother Wagaman as the oldest mother
of the congregation, although she was not
able to be present on account of serious
illness. Mother Linkey, the oldest mother
present, was then called to the platform
Where she received words of appreciation
and a yellow rose as a token of affection
and honor from the pastor and his people.
Telegrams and letters were read from
the following individuals, members of the
pioneer Sunday school, who were unable
to be present: Harvey Eyer, Earl Eyer,
Maggie Burkholder Bolton, Jane Plum, and
Marie Eyer Wormack.
A memorial service for church leaders
and others who have gone from this congregation to their eternal Home was conducted by Brother H. R. Alderfer.
Church

History

As an appropriate preface to her discussion of the beginnings of the Upland
Church, Sister Katie Buckwalter touched

deftly the high points in the establishing
of a work at Glendale, Arizona. T h e
Stauffer, Byer ( and Eyer families were the
first settlers moving from Kansas in 1891.
A little later Bro. C. C. Burkholder and
family joined them. N o t being satisfied
with worshiping with other denominations,
brush arbor meetings were conducted, out
of which developed a little church with a
membership of thirty. The spirit which
characterized the little church was a burning passion for souls. Here many of the
members received a definite experience of
sanctification. Brother Burkholder, having
previously visited California and being
favorably impressed with Upland, in 1902
left Arizona and moved to California
where his brothers Abe and Amos Burkholder and J. B. Leaman had already located. Although the group attended services
at the Methodist Church in Upland or at
near-by holiness churches, they were not
satisfied without a service of their own
and soon started prayer meetings in their
homes. Soon after an earnest plea from
Adeline Burkholder to her father for a
Sunday School of their own, a tent was
erected on the corner of Seventh Avenue
and Tenth Street. T h e brethren built the
pulpit and the benches. This tent for one
and one-half years served as the Brethren
in Christ Church in Upland.
After an occasion on which the tent had
become mildewed and unfit for further
service, the. need for a permanent building was realized to have become urgent.
Taking as their slogan, " W i t h the help of
the Lord we can do it," these pioneer
members, fourteen in number, purchased
a lot for $200 and erected a small church
28x30 feet. In the spring of 1904 the little
church costing $1400 was dedicated with
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a debt of only $150 which was paid shortly afterward.
The church grew so rapidly that two
and one-half years later, the first annex
was built, to be followed shortly with the
building of another annex and gallery making the building 2 8 x 5 0 feet. Until 1904
the work was designated as a mission under the Kansas district. However, in 1904
Bishop Jacob Engle came to California
and ordained C. C. Burkholder as bishop,
J. B, Leaman as a minister, and Jacob Haldeman as deacon. Brother Thomas Franklin and Brother Isaac Eyer had previously
been ordained as minister and deacon.
Sister Buckwalter recalled her own conversion in one of Brother J. R. Zook's revival services and her baptism in a mudhole at the corner of Third Avenue and
Tenth Street. She told also of the large
degree of interest manifested in the baptismal services by the community at large.
As another item of interest she mentioned the fact that Brother "Bennie"
Byer was the first leader of the first Young
People's Meeting held in 1906.
Sister Buckwalter was most emphatic
in declaring that the members of the Upland church were not only those who came
here from the eastern churches, but many
of the people dwelling in the community
were converted, united with the church,
and made fine spiritual members. As examples she mentioned Sr. French, Sr. Hatten, and Sr. Hall. Spirituality was manifested in the regular church services, she
pointed out, by a constant revival spirit,
spontaneous testimonies, shouting and
praising God, and a spirit of generous
giving to the work of the Lord.
Bishop J. H. Wagaman gave a brief
outline of later years of church history,
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and told of the opening of the work in
the other California churches. W o r k at
Waukena was opened in 1904. The San
Francisco Mission work was started in
1910. W h a t is now the Pasadena Church
was for seven years a missionary project
with a mission hall on North Lake and
Orange Grove Avenues. For some time
previously Brother Burkholder had sent
ministers down to Chino once per month,
but in 1922 the present building was purchased and the work established. At the
Pacific Coast District Council in 1919 the
vote was taken which launched the extensive educational enterprise, Beulah College.
Brother Wagaman paid special tribute
to Brother Burkholder and Brother P. J.
W i e b e in connection with the founding of
Beulah College.
Sunday

School

"While on our knees in a prayer meeting in the little home where Brother J. D.
Haldeman now lives, the Upland Sunday
School was born," declared J. B. Leaman
in the opening session of the home-coming
service. He became its first superintendent. He recalled the enthusiastic efforts
of himself and Brother Burkholder in getting the work started. Brother Burkholder
went to Los Angeles and purchased a 40foot tent which was pitched on the corner
of Second Avenue and Tenth Street. Approximately 25 attended the first service.
The brethren made use of their bicycles in furthering the work of the Lord,
and Sister Burkholder, one of their best
workers, he declared, went out day after
day in home visitation, doing real mission
work.
He also recalled the first outing in Stoddard's Canyon when 150 to 200 Sunday
School scholars were conveyed to the
mountain canyon by means of surries, buggies, fruit wagons, etc. A service was held
up in the canyon, and the old-timers regard the day as a success and a great
blessing to the work.
Superintendents
Fifteen
different
individuals
have
served as superintendents during the history of the Upland Sunday School, thirteen of whom were present for the homecoming service and responded to the roll
call by coming to the platform. These superintendents and the approximate order
in which they served are as follows: J, B.
Leaman, Martin Foote, George Decker,
Sam Eyer, Jacob Charles, B. L. Byer, Joe
Bert, H. R. Alderfer, Mrs. J. R. Eyster,
A. L. Eshelman, B. M. Books, A. H. W e n ger, Herman Trautwein, John Book. Martin Foote of Garret, Indiana, and Jacob
Charles, Hamlin Kansas were the former
superintendents not present,
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Class

reservoir. H e was given various Sunday
School classes to teach, one time the
B. L. Byer called attention to the .tact • Men's Bible class in which three preachthat three out of the four members of the ers sat. He got along fine as long as he
Young People's class who attended the asked the questions and let the preachers
first service in the tent together with their answer. But he made some blunders, and
teacher, Miss Elizabeth Winger, were recalls Brother Franklin's smiles on such
present for the home-coming service, occasions; also Brother Franklin's advice
Those members were three of the children to him when he began to preach: "Sam,
of the Burkholder family, Laban, Adeline, when it gets all, sit down!" Another hapand Katie.
py memory is that of Father Byer (father
In 1906 Brother Byer was chosen of Henry Byer) getting blessed during his
teacher of the class, and in 1910 the class testimony. Brother Byer used a cane, but
organized. Brother Byer showed the char- when he got blessed he would bounce up
ter signed by the nationally known Sunday and down as if rubberized, and he didn't
School worker, Marion Lawrence. This need a cane either. He also recalled the
charter bore the signatures of all the mem-, little black-eyed, black-haired boy who
bers of the class, and as Brother Byer came to church with Sister Burkholder.
called the roll, the following eight mem- They called him Alvin. He is now the
bers of that class responded by coming to pastor.
the platform and giving expression of appreciation for that class and for the effecMissionary
Enterprise
tive efforts of their teacher: Roy Franklin,
Andrew Winger, Hattie Haldeman Book,
Considering the unusual missionary zeal
Katie Burkholder Buokwalter, Ada Frank- of the Arizona church and the power and
lin Bert, Harry Plum, Adeline Burkholder glory which they realized as they experiByer, and Hazel Franklin Burkholder.
enced their personal pentecosts, and the
continuation of the manifestation of the
Reminiscences
blessing of God as that church was transAmong the many reminiscences were planted to California, it is not surprising,
Sister Alma Cassel concluded, that the
the following:
George Decker, one of the early super- California church is decidedly a missionary
intendents, lived in Chino and had no church. Someone else recalled the oftmeans of conveyance, not even a bicycle. repeated prayer of Brother Franklin,
He therefore walked the six miles to Sun- "Lord, scatter out our young people and
day School every Sunday morning, allow- make missionaries out of them."
ing himself two hours to make the trip.
in the audience were eight individuals
Harry Plum declared that some of the who had been engaged for some time
most pleasant memories of his life are con- eitheT in home or foreign mission work as
nected with this place.
representatives of the California church.
Enos Leaman recalled that when the Sister Cassel then called attention to
wagons, surries and buggies arrived at the twelve missionaries now in Africa, five in
church grounds, everything was taken India, one in the Philippine Islands, and
into the church—robes, whips, etc.—prac- twelve in Home Mission work who have
tically everything but the horse. He also gone out from here; also to the three who
recalled a prank of a class of boys of have laid down their lives on the mission
which he was a member upon the occa- field, H. L. Smith, Harvey Frey, and Ruth
sion of a new teacher appearing before the Byer Foote.
class. The fellows all took Bible names—
Hezekiah, Ezekial, etc. The teacher did
Special Music
not catch on to the joke and the sport
Memories of past scenes and occasions
continued until the time when the teacher
unexpectedly arrived at the home of "Heze- were recollected by many in the audience
kiah" for Sunday dinner. T h e joke then as a result of the singers and the songs
turned against young "Hezekiah" as his which they sang during the day. A quartet of twenty-five years ago, composed of
father discovered the prank.
Hiram Alderfer, Adeline Byer, Elizabeth
Nellie Heise's reminiscences went back Winger, and Ben Byer, sang "Trust and
to the period of the Arizona church his- Be Encouraged" from a time-worn book in
tory. She and Brother Heise were the use prior to 1910. They answered the
first couple to be married by Brother Burk- demand for another song with "I Have
holder. It was in Arizona that she was Cast M y Anchor" from the first "Spirsaved and sanctified.
itual Hymns" published with notes. T h e
Herbert Naylor first attended in 1913, Winger Trio, composed of Andrew,
having come here from Kansas. It was Esther, and Elizabeth Winger, sang a beauhere he met his wife. He especially re- tiful arrangement of "Rock of Ages". In
called attending revival services conducted keeping with Mother's D a y and the spirit
by J. R. Zook.
of the occasion, the Ladies' Quartet, Mrs.
Sam Eyer recalled going to Cucamonga Clarence Byer, Mrs. Ralph Byer, Mrs. H,
on his bicycle one Sunday afternoon G. Brubaker, and Mrs. Ben Lenhert, sang
where he with others was baptized in a " M y Mother's Old Bible is True".
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Lunch

N o t the least important feature of the
day was the basket lunch served under
the supervisin o!f Mrs. Allen Foote to approximately 350 "home-comers". Friendly greetings and surprised recognitions of
acquaintances of by-gone days were heard
on every side while dinner was being
served. A spirit of joyous informality
prevailed during the intermission as old
acquaintances were renewed and new ones
made.
Display

•

Room

In one of the classrooms a large collection of photographs of the old church, of
individuals connected with the pioneer
work, of class groups and pictures taken
on various occassions, and of mission and
church workers who have gone out to
other places proved of great interest not
only to old-timers but to the younger generation and to those who have more recently joined the congregation. A bench
which was used in the tent was on display,
also a rocker which had been given to Sr.
Franklin by her Sunday School Class.
Committees
The Program and Arrangement Committees who so successfully planned for
this day of great blessing to the Upland
Church were composed of the following
members respectively: H. R. Alderfer, A.
L. Eshelman, and Paul Engle; and Roy
Franklin, Joe Bert, and Ralph Byer.

"The Bridal Party Aboard the
Liberty Limited for
New Jerusalem"
(Continued from page 213)

5

over the fence to the World's Fair, to a
movie—you are drinking of he river of
God's pleasure.
All the passengers are related. This is
the greatest family I ever got into. There
is no division of names, as Hoffman, Engle,
Kreider, they are just one family. God
finds carnal folks, and by the time they
take this road and get on the Liberty
Limited, they are one family of God. N o t
one is favored above others. W e are just
one family. God's family all speak the
same language.
If you testify and say
"Shiboleth" they will all know what you
mean. Have you learned the Canaan language?
8. Pass Stations—
The Limited Train is limited, it is true
to its name. It will not carry excess baggage. W h e n the Lord took me through I
said many stations are passed by. I said
to the Lord, " W h y is this"? The first station we passed is that of Doubt and Discouragement.
There are many folks there.
But the train would not stop and doubters
had to wait for the little train, which I call
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the "Doodlebug." Another pass station is
that of Compromise.
It looks like an Excursion. It passed by Formality,
Worldliness, and came to the station where folks
wanted to be like other people, with their
hands full of things, powder and paint, and
all loaded down. But we had to leave
them behind. W e passed by pleasure seeking folks, with their golf clubs, their tennis
racquets, and their fishing tackle. The
Liberty Limited would not stop, it ploughed
through.
9. Air Conditioned—
The compartments of the Limited are air
conditioned. This is also an up-to-date
feature. Air conditioning purifies the air
and conditions it to a good, normal temperature. There are no jealousies, covetousnes or grudges, no evil surmisings or ill
feelings, or evil speaking.
W e read in
Rev. 21:8,
"But the fearful, and unbelieving,
and the abominable, and murderers,
and whoremongers, and sorcerers, and
idolaters, and all liars, shall have their
part in the lake which burnetii with
lire and brimstone: which is the second
death."
This good old Gospel train is air conditioned. W e read in Rev. 21:27,
"And there shall in no wise enter
into it anything that defileth, neither
whatsoever worketh abomination, or
maketh a lie: but they which are written in the Lamb's book of life."
10. Radio Equipment—
Taking for granted the air is conditioned,
the streamliners have radio equipment of
the latest kind. Here again, the world is
following us. W e get the latest from
Heaven.
D o you know how to set the
dial? D o you know the number of the
station? Have you tuned in today? W e
hear the Angel chorus and get Heaven's
music. Sometimes the Father speaks and
sometimes the Son speaks, and so you
might say we get the latest that is going on.
11. Train Goes By Way Of—
Such a smooth road, you say! But this
train goes by the way of tunnels; it takes
you through the mountains
and dark
places, oyer bridges, but the train goes
through. Stay on the train, it will take
you through. Over the plains we ride so
nicely, but the mountains take running
around. Sometimes we come to a chasm,
or a river, but stay on the train, there is a
bridge ahead. You may not be able to see
it, but the bridge is good, and the track is
fine. Our conductor knows there is no
washout—stay on the train.
N o t everyone we meet is desirable.
There is an unwanted crowd. The Devil
and all his demons try to discourage us,
but stay on the train. The train goes
through. W e are going continually to-
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ward the N e w Jerusalem. The Conductor
keeps us encouraged by reminding us of
our destination.
He tells us of the Beautiful City, of its riches and its glory, the
Beautiful Son, and the riches of His Father. Remember W e are the bride. W e
are the bridal party joing to a wedding.
Our Conductor tells us of the Bridegroom.
He is the fairest of ten thousand to your
soul.
Some folks had to drop out along the
way. They went to sleep. T h e y got too
tired on their journey, and Death overtook them. They dropped out of the train
to rest. W e notice they are absent, but
suddenly it is revealed that the Angel,
Gabriel, blows his trumpet, and when it
sounds, the train stops, and those that were
asleep rise first and we which are alive
are caught up to meet Him in the air. I
found we had to take to the air to complete our journey. W e had to leave the
train and take to the air for the final Rapture.
While in Ohio some time ago, Bro.
Ulery took me to a cemetery and showed
me a certain monument which depicted the
angel, Gabriel, with his trumpet poised,
as if ready to blow.
The trumpet is going to wake people up.
W e are going to take to the air. Our airplane time is coming, but it will make just
one trip.
12. Drop Our Armour—
W h e n our time came to take the last
trip, we found that we had to drop our
armour. It had to be left behind. The
boys in camp, with their guns and equipment will some day have to lay down their
arms. W e needed a shield of faith to
reach this city, but we will not need this
shield, nor the sword of the spirit, and the
Word, when we can talk to Him face to
fase. The shoes, helmets, breastplate of
righteousness, and the girdle of truth need
no longer be carried with us. But I did
not want to leave my Bible and shield of
faith behind, but when I found there was
something better I even left them go!
Arriving at the city, so many folks
would be glad if they could just squeeze in.
But we are to have an abundant entrance.
There will be a wonderful reception. Here
on earth, crowds on both sides of the track
at the terminal stations await the arrival
of the trains, so that they may look for and
seek out their loved ones. It is not unusual to see folks in crowds at the docks
as a ship pulls in. Relatives are looking for
their own and when they see them, their
rejoicing is also the rejoicing of the crowd.
But we will have an abundant entrance.
There will be angels to welcome us and
old saints that we long before had said
farewell to. W h e n the Liberty Limited arrives, we will get a welcome such as no
king or president ever had. They will
welcome us home.
If you get in that
crowd you will join them in waving palms
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and welcoming others before you know it.
For our reception theie is ample provision.
The Lamb of God himself shall feed us and
lead us into living fountains of water.
Who is there? According to Revelation,
just the bloo&washed
folks.
W e are
sometimes referred to as having a slaughterhouse religion, but the bloodwasheJ
company are the ones who will get there.
I found there is an absence of old age.
Not a wrinkle on our brow, nor a gray
hair. There is an absence of crutches.
There is no rheumatism, or infirmities, no
tears or handkerchiefs.
There will be no
undertaking
parlors, nor doctors,
nor
mortgages or taxes or notes. Sisters, there
will not even be any meals to get! There
will be no zero or sweltering heat; not even
any misunderstandings!
I found the folks were all standing
around the throne, and each had a palm
leaf in his hand. T h a t is the signal of
victory, in the W o r d of God. I am going
to join that celebration. W h e n I get my
palm leaf some day when I go through, I
will be able to see the others coming and I
will wave my palm leaf of victory because
we overcame by the blood of the Lamb.
There will be a great testimony meeting.
How would you feel if you got there and
had no testimony? Rev. 7:10—
"And cried with a loud voice, saying, Salvation to our God which sitteth upon the throne, and unto the
Lamb."
W e will tell of our experiences, and what
has happened in our lives. W e will tell
where we got on the train, what it cost us,
and what we left behind.
Our text f5:"Revelation 19:1:
"And after these things I heard a
great voice of much people in Heaven,
saying, Alleluia; Salvation, and glory,
and honor, and power unto the Lord
our God:"
I can feel that rhythm and the thrill of that
HaUelu[ah chorus which we shall all sing
when we join in perfect harmony. I know
I can join them, because there is so much
in my soul that I have not experienced yet.
The Marriage of the Lamb, I know, is
coming, but I could not go any farther.
The Liberty Limited is going through,
sweeping through the air, speeding through
the gates of that Beautiful City. Are we
not ashamed of those little sacrifices; that
we sold out so cheaply; that we did not see
some of these wonderful truths. If it cost
far more than what it actually does cost
the best of us, it is worth it a thousand
times. I am glad the good old Gospel
train is making the run and that we have
learned some of these beautiful signals. I
trust you will discover even deeper truths.
W e are bound to go through if we pay the
price. There is a price to pay on our
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Mr. Parkers Riches
Georgia A.
a cold December night. T h e
1Twindwas moaned
and sighed among the
treetops, and whistled through the cracks
in the window sills of the little parsonage,
causing the aged couples to draw their
chairs nearer the fire. "Please put some
more wood on the fire, Mother; it seems
so cold tonight," said the old minister,
moving his chair closer to the stove.
"Yes, dear, I will," she answered; "but
you know the wood is scarce and we must
be very saving of it, as we may not have
enough to last through the winter."
*
*
*
"I guess I will go down and see how
Rev. Parker and his wife are tonight,"
said Mr. Newton, laying aside his paper,
and rising from his easy chair. "I dread
to face the storm," he added, glancing
around the warm, comfortable room; "but
I'm afraid those old people will suffer this
cold tonight. They have so little to make
them comfortable."
So, drawing his fur collar up around
his ears, he opened the door and walked
out into the darkness and down the street
through the blinding snowstorm.
"How fortunate I have been," he thought
to himself as he walked along. "I have
always had plenty of money, and everything I wanted in the world, and these
old people have nothing but poverty to
contend with."
His rap at the door was responded to
by the happy-faced old gentleman.
"Good evening, Mr. Parker," he said,
as he entered their humble' home. "Well,
you are just as happy as ever, are you?
I thought I would find you gloomy on so
cold a night as this."
"Oh, no," answered the aged minister;
"I am happier on nights like this than ever
because I have shelter from the storm."
"Well, I should consider it a poor shelter," said Mr. Newton, with a smile. "It
always was a problem to me why you were
so contented and happy in your old age.
You have nothing to look forward to.
You will soon be too old to take charge
of this circuit, and you will have to leave
this parsonage. You have spent all your
life helping others and have forgotten your
own interests, and as a result you will
soon be homeless. If it were my case I
should feel very much discouraged and
would feel my life was almost a failure."
"Yes," answered the old man, with a

part, but on the other part, I know it is
paid. The provision for our salvation is
paid and if we will stay on, the old Gospel
Liberty Limited will go through!
—Reported by H. Gallagher.

Merry

calm, serene look on his face. "For forty
years I have been laboring for my Master
and trying to lead souls to Christ. True,
I have never laid up treasures on earth,
but yet I am rich."
"Rich? W h a t do you mean?" exclaimed
Mr. Newton in surprise. He had been
very successful in a business career, but
knew nothing of the true riches.
"Well," answered the preacher, "suppose I were a young man and had a great
sum of money to invest, but was not going
to live in this country long; but rather
I expected to spend the greater part of
my life in Europe. Would you consider
me wise if I should spend all my fortune
here so that when I was ready to go to
Europe, where I was to live in the future,
I would have no money with which to
buy a home?"
"Oh, no," answered Mr. Newton, "you
would be very unwise indeed."
"Well," said the old gentleman, "that
is what I thought: I always knew that I
should spend only a few short years here;
then I shall go to my long. home. So for
many years I have been investing in a
mansion in heaven, now, you see, the reason I am happy is that I shall not need a
home here long, and I know I have many
treasures laid up above.
"You have spent all your life securing
the wealth of this world, and you, too,
are growing old, and must soon leave the
shores of time. But to you that would
mean to leave your treasures, while I shall
come into possession of mine, which I shall
enjoy through'the long, eternal years.
"Oh, yes, I see," answered Mr. Newton,
dropping his head as he started towards
the door.
"Will you stop a few minutes longer
while we have family prayer?
Mother
and I always pray before we retire at
night."
"Yes." said Mr. Newton, as he sank
back into a chair.
The old minister opened the Bible and
read: "Let not your heart be troubled:
Ye believe in God, believe also in me. In
my Father's house are many mansions: if it
were not so, I would have told you. I go
to prepare a place for you."
He read a few more verses then closed
the book; then sang slowly and softly:
"There's a land far away, 'mid the stars
we are told,
' * '
Where they know not the sorrows of
time,
'•
Where the pure waters flow, through the
valleys of Gold,
And where life is a treasure sublime:
"'Tis the land of our God, 'tis the home
of the soul.
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Where the ages of splendor eternally roll.
Where the wag-weary traveler reaches his
goal.
On the evergreen mountains of life."
The song being ended they knelt and
prayed. W h e n they arose from their
knees Mr. Newton bade them good-night
and left the house. W e e k s and months
passed by, the long winter yielded to the
gentle touch of springtime. T h e birds
warbled merrily in the trees; the flowers
were springing from their winter bed, and
unfolding their tender leaves as they were
kissed by the gentle breezes.
"Lift me higher, higher, Mother," said
the aged veteran of the Cross, as he lay
on his pillow dying. "I want to catch a
glimpse of the last rays of the setting sun.
It is growing so dark. But what is that
I see? A light brighter than the sun!
Oh, so beautiful!
Over the distant
hills I see a City. Its walls are like jasper,
and its gates are of pearl. 'And the City
hath no need of the sun, * * for the Lamb
is the light thereof'," he murmured, and his
spirit took its flight.
Slowly tolled the bell in the old church
tower as loving hands bore the cold
form of the aged minister to his last resting-place. T o them that quiet spot was
more sacred because his body rested there.
"Wife," said Mr. Newton, as they returned from the funeral, "I understand
now as I never did before the meaning of
those words the old minister spoke to
me last winter. Truly my life has been a
failure: now he is exceedingly rich, but I
am miserably poor. Today beside that
open grave I promised God that from now
on I would begin to invest in the true
riches." —Light and Life Evangel.

He Knew Everything—But
H P H E late Oliver Wendell Holmes de•"• spised the men and young women who
wrote in praise of Bolshevism, free love
and theism. Judge Holmes said at a dinner
in Washington:
"An old minister on a train was bored
by one of these writers. The young man
laid down the law in the foolish way he
does in his stories, and finally the old
minister said:
" 'Between us two, my friend, I believe
we know everything.'
" 'Do you really think so, sir?'
" 'Yes,' said the old minister, 'You know
everything except that you're a fool, and
I know that.' "—Selected.
. T h e quickest way out of any trouble or
difficulty is to praise God for it.—Sel.
As all His garments smell of myrrh and
aloes and cassia, so are all His words most
sweet to our taste.—Spurgeon.
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Conference Sermon
(Continued from page 211
fitted for the fulfillment of the Church's
function. The matter of supreme importance is that we may be an instrument in
the hand of God for the proclamation of
truth. W e must stand for the Gospel of
Jesus Christ that is unchanged and unmodified.
There must be no turning aside to falsehood, and heresy; no listening to false
prophets or false teachers that may even
arise from among us; no turning aside from
this one and great doctrine of Godliness
"manifested in the flesh"; no turning aside
from the great faith once delivered to the
saints in the Person of Jesus Christ and
displayed by those who share His fellowship. W e are sometimes told that it does
not matter what a man thinks it only matters what he is; but do not forget "As a
man thinketh so is he." The supreme matter of The Christian Church is: "what she
thinks of Christ."
If the Christ W h o m we hold dear is the
first born of creation, the first born from
the dead, the Christ in W h o m dwelleth
the fullness of the Godhead bodily, and
we are made full in Him; then our Christian position is according to scripture.
Then truly our fellowship is with the Father and with His Son, Jesus Christ.
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The Power of Unity
The word unity does not appear often
jn the Bible but the principle thereof runs
through the entire W o r d . The most concrete form of its teaching was done by Jesus himself. He told the disciples that a
house dfvided against itself cannot stand.
In the evening of the night of which our
Lord was betrayed, after that Judas Iscariot left the upper room, two things are
outstanding in the interview between the
Master and His disciples: first, He declared
a standard of unity based on love one toward another, as exemplified in Himself;
second, the freedom with which they approached the Master with their troubles.
In the discourse compromising the latter
part of chapter 13 and through to the end
of chapter 17, as recorded by John, there
is an intimate touch that is not found anywhere else. The greater burden of this
entire discourse is that of their coming
relationship with Himself in service. He
distinctly told them He had chosen them to
bear fruit. T o illustrate His point He
uses the vine as the figure. These men
evidently knew how the vine had been
used in prophetic teaching, in relation to
Israel, and how that Israel had failed; but
falsehood had now gone out from them, in
the person of Judas, and now Jesus having
pronounced them clean gave them a new
revelation of Himself, how that in their
union with Him God's purpose would not
fail.
These men were clean. Their motives
were pure. Their intentions were high
and noble. T h e y were far from mature,
and bad many hard lessons to learn, but
they were definitely in touch with Him.
W h a t we greatly need in The Brethren
in Christ Church is unbiased, unprejudiced,
impartial membership—people who see and
know Jesus Christ. Leadership that will
not cater to the self-indulgent, indifferent
or praise-seeking laity.

Jesus Christ had filled such an important
place in the lives of His disciples that they
could not reconcile themselves to the fact
of His leaving them. On the evening of
the Paschal Supper after Judas had gone
out the Master repeated to His disciples
what He had said to the Tews "Whither
I go ye cannot come." These men were
greatly troubled and perplexed, they already had an inner feeling of loneliness; the
hearts which He had so often comforted
were now filled with dismay. All of this
is manifested by Peter's question "Whither
goest thou?" and by the protest of Thomas,
"Lord, we know not whither Thou goest
how can we know the way?" On the heels
of this very protest comes Philip's appeal,
'"Lord show us the Father and it sufficeth
us." Then in the same chapter we have
an inquiry from Jude: "Lord, what is come
to pass that Thou wilt manifest Thvself
unto us and not unto the world?" These
men were not only filled with anxious concern but they "were tortured with agony
when faced with the prospect of being
separated from their Lord.

Peter said, "Lord, W h y cannot I follow Thee now?" Jesus answered, "Wilt
thou lay down thy life for my sake?" Jesus told them in a few words where he was
going. He said.. "Whither I go the way ye
know." At once Thomas protests, "Lord,
we know not whither thou goest, how can
we know?" "I am the W a y , the Truth,
and the Life no man cometh unto the Father but by Me, if ye had known M e ye
should have known M y Father also, and
from now on ye shall know Him and have
seen Him." Immediately Philip's appeal,
"Lord show us the Father and we will be
satisfied."

Brethren, would to God. that He would
give us a consciousness of the provision
that He has placed in our possession, and
a passion so intense for its proclamaion
that an unconcerned world, which is not
agonized by sin and separation from God,
could be made to see the folly of its present course.

This instruction given to these men is
applicable to any individual, or group of
His followers. Let me yet turn to chapter
17: In concluding His message He said, "I
am saying this that you may have peace.
In the world you have trouble but be of
good cheer, I have overcome the world."
(Continued on page 223)
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Our Young
"I Want Grandpa"
Frank Strickland,

in Religious

Telescope

<<o IS, you've got every reason in the
^ world to make allowance for the step
Dad's taken, and no real reason to feel
toward him as you do. He's done no more
than many another splendid fellow has done
before, and will continue to do so as long
as the world stands. And when you prohibit little Lucy from visiting him, you are
not only doing a silly thing, but a downright risky thing."
"What do you mean, risky?" the sister
inquired, and the brother fancied he saw
her flinch slightly when he suggested the
possibility of risk.
"Well, now, I'm not really clear even
myself as to just what I mean, but I do
know that when people cherish an unreasonable grudge toward some one, like this feeling you claim to entertain toward Dad,
sometimes it takes an experience not altogether pleasant to wake them up and
bring them around. Anyhow, you're wrong,
and I hope you see it without being forced
to see it."
Carl Thorn, plain, blunt young fellow
that he was, could have been even more
candid and positive than he was with Mrs.
Marchmont. He could have reminded her
that she was none too appreciative of their
mother, who had died two years before.
He could have reminded her of some of the
cruel sarcastic things she had said to their
mother, and of many a slight to that unselfish soul of which the daughter had been
guilty. In all justice and reason he could
have asked her why it was that she was
so beautifully loyal to the memory of their
mother, when she had been so indifferent
and unconcerned and inconsiderate toward
her while she was with them. He could
have said that he became a bit weary of
hearing her say, "Mother was a treasure";
"Mother was a jewel"; when he painfully
recalled that he never once heard her say,
when their mother could have heard it, and
welcomed it, "Mother, you are a treasure,
a jewel."
And now his sister, Mrs. Marchmont,
was so indignant and resentful because,
after two years, Mr. Thorn, their father,
had chosen to marry again, having selected
a woman who was universally loved an-1
esteemed—now that all this had happened,
and Mrs. Marchmont was so loyal to her
mother's memory, speaking1 of the stepmother as a usurner, Carl Thorn wondered
if his sister didn't at times get a glimpse
of her own inconsistency. He wondered
if she at any time realized how indifferent
she had been to their mother, and if she
•didn't feel the keenest regret at the realization.
And as for little eieht-vear-Hd Lucv
Marchmont, the only child, she was all but
heart-broken; not because Grandpa had
seen fit to marry again, but because her
mother had positively forbidden her ever to
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see him again. Even Lucy was sensible
about the matter.
"Why, mother," she argued, "you ought
not to be mad at Gandpa for that. I'm not
and I was with him lots more than you
were. You were always so busy that he
had to play with me to pass the time away.
Hadn't been I was here I 'spec' he'd a married sooner than he did. I'm not mad at
him, but it sure does hurt when you say
I shall never, never go to see him; and you
have sent him word never to come here
and see me. Mother, how can you be that
mean to your own Dad?"
"Don't get smart now, young lady," Mrs.
Marchmont said, with cold sternness. "I've
put my foot down, and you know what that
means. If Grandpa wanted to see you
so much, why didn't he stay here where
he could see you all the time?"
"Maybe he felt like you—I mean we—
not me though—some of us were tired of
him," the child ventured.
"Just one more piece of impudence like
that, and I'll punish you severely," Mrs.
Marchmont said, with a look at the child
that adequately verified the threat.
"I guess I want to see Grandpa sometimes," Lucy whimpered as she left the
room.
It is easy to understand how painful to
Lucy Marchmont was the prospect of never
seeing Grandpa again, when you know that
she and her grandfather were all but inseparable during the two years between
the death of his first wife, Mrs. Marchmont's mother, and his marriage which had
just occurred as a complete surprise to all.
Grandpa used to read to Lucy from books
she did understand as well as those she
didn't. Lucy enjoyed the most profound,
abstruse literature, not for its own sake
of course, but because Grandpa was reading it. When he would read his daily paper
Lucy, on his lap, would playfully pretend
to read the same paper aloud, her object
being to cause Granpa to inform her that
he couldn't get any sense out of what he
was trying to read. And then Lucy would
reply that, "Maybe there's not any sense to
it."
Many were the afternoon rambles the
two enjoyed through the woods, and on their
return Lucy would have Grandpa bedecked
and adorned with wild flowers or shrubs or
small branches. At these times Lucy would
sometimes run along backwards ahead of
him and critically inspect him, sometimes
remarking that he looked like a queen, only
to remember that a man could hardly be a
queen. Then she would settle the matter
by informing him that he looked like Santa
Claus.
Lucy spent many an entire afternoon indoors with Grandpa while a number of tots
her own age were just outside playing
games or romping. When the little folks
would plead with her to come outside and
join them, she would merely reply, "I'd
rather stay here and play with Grandpa."
And so, you see, it was with reason that
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little Lucy was deeply hurt at the gloomy
prospect of never seeing her Grandpa any
, more. On the days that succeeded the child
would sit quietly—too quietly for a • little
girl her age. Little folks just eight years
old do not as a rule wear an expression of
wonderment or meditation, or something
like expectancy. When her little companions would crowd around her and remind
her that Grandpa was gone, and beg her
to join their romps, she would only say
dully that she didn't feel like it. They finally learned that it was no use and left her
alone. The child's appetite gradually became capricious, and it seemed she was
getting a bit pale and thin. Always heretofore bright in school, her marks became
poor, and the teacher became solicitous and
wrote Mrs. Marchmont about it.
Finally the day came when Lucy didn't
feel like going to school, and she said she
didn't; her thinness and unusual pallor bore
out her statement. She didn't even want
any breakfast; she just wanted to lie in
bed that morning and rest. It was that
same day, that first day in bed, that she
was half murmuring in her sleep.
"What is it, Lucy dear?" Mrs Marchmont
looked up from her fancy work to inquire.
"Did I say anything?" the child said,
rousing. "I thought I was asleep. I think
I was dreaming about when—when—Oh,
well, I don't like to talk about it."
"You were dreaming about Grandpa,
weren't you? Well, Grandpa went off and
and left us all, and we'll have to try and
forget him."
"But I can't forget him," the child said.
"I forget him less and less every day. I'm
not mad at him for not-coming here, but
I'm afraid he's mad at me or hurt with me
for not coming there."
"Grandpa doesn't blame you for not coming to see him; he knows I won't let you."
"Do you suppose he blames you, Mother?"
"I don't know, and I can't say I care."
"If he knows you won't let me come to see
him, it looks like he would blame you a
little, don't you think?"
"Mother doesn't want to scold when you
are sick, but my little girl must not talk
back like that."
"All right, mother, but it's not exactly
talking back just to say I want to see
Grandpa, is it?"
"Maybe not, Lucy, but it's useless. How
many times have I told you that Grandpa
has gone and left us?"
"How many? I don't remember how
many, Mother. Does it so much matter?"
"Be quiet now and rest and get better;
you mustn't miss school too many days.
I am going to phone the doctor and have
him come and see you. He'll get you well."
"I know what would get me well, Mother," the child said sadly. "But you'd say
I was talking back if I told you."
The doctor came and looked the child
over, listening to all the symptoms. He supposed it was just a little indisposition, that
she was merely temporarily run down, and
he cheerfully predicted that she would be
out in a few days. But she was not "out
in a few days". Instead, in a very few
days the child was much worse, the illness
now assuming the nature o ' a violent fever
with delirium and ceaseless tossing. She
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reached the point where she recognized no
one, nor was she in the least cognizant of
what was said to her. During those long,
anxious days and hushed, awful nights, it
was most pitiful to hear little Lucy moan
so pleadingly, "I want to see Grandpa!
I want to see Grandpa!"
How could a mother stubbornly deafen
her ears and harden her heart to such a
pitiful pleading, you ask? As to that, how
is it that many a man and woman in this
perverse world has caused untold, unreasonable suffering by persisting in some pet
grudge or petty prejudice? Mrs. Marchmont did not once think that she was perhaps unduly and unreasonably severe with
her father for having married. Her viewpoint was that when he had brought another
to take her mother's place he had, in consequence of his own folly, brought down
her indignation upon himself. She felt that
he was all to blame and she not at all.
She was even pained that he had acted in
a way to cause her, against her will and
wishes, to feel toward him as she did.
Somehow, while she expected or hoped that
a loving God would hear and answer her
pitiful plea, " 0 , God, don't take my little
girl! Don't take her! You took my mother,
but spare me her!" I say, while she hoped
for an answer to this pitiful supplication,
she still ignored Lucy's heart-breaking plea,
"I want to see Grandpa! I want to, see
Grandpa."
Surely Carl Thorn had spoken more accurately than he himself knew when he
mentioned that it sometimes requires experiences not altogether pleasant to bring people around. One night about eight o'clock,
while little Lucy's frail life seemed hanging
by a mere thread, and she was still pleading to "see Grandpa," an elderly man was
crossing the street directly in front of the
Marchmont residence. He must've been deeply absorbed and preoccupied, and he must
have failed to hear the signal of the approaching motor car as its clamorous blast
endeavored to rouse him to his danger.
The driver of the car strove manfully to
bring his machine to a stand-still, but all in
vain. The elderly man was struck down
and hurled to the side of the street. He
at least didn't run over the man. Help was
quickly summoned and secured and the injured man was carried into Mrs. Marchmont's house. Every one was so absorbed
ministering to little Lucy's needs that no
one in the house knew of the accident until
the doorbell rang. It happened that the
doctor was there, and that it was he who
answered the bell. When he was informed
of the accident he called Carl Thorn.

fellow was bruised up a bit. As the doctor happy, what wonder she went up to her
was right here, he thought it would be father and put her arms about him and
all right to bring the man in so the na- said:
ture of the accident could be better ascer- ' "How can such a wonderful father as
tained. He thought that, as his sister was you are have such an unforgiving daughter
very tired and worn-out, she had better as I am?"
just go on to her room. The doctor assurLucy's recovery was remarkably rapid.
ed her that her services could be spared for The doctor gave Grandpa all the credit for
the night, and that sleep would make her the cure. Mrs. Marchmont was free to
over.
admit to her brother that he was right in
Fortunately she complied without any saying it took unpleasant experiences somegreat deal of remonstrance, and without times to bring folks around and that he
undue alarm because of the accident. Grand- was gladder still that the bitter experience
pa was brought into the same room where was over.
"Mother," said Lucy, one day during her
Lucy lay, and they placed him on another
bed nearby. Without any great effort on convalescence, "you say I kept saying I
the part of the doctor the old gentleman wanted to see Grandpa when I was so
soon regained consciousness. He quickly sick?"
took in his surroundings and a smile of
"Yes, darling, and Mother's so sorry that
content lit his splendid face.
she didn't let you see him at first."
"I was just trying to decide whether to
"Well," the child said, "when I was saycome in or not when the car hit me," he ing that while I was sick, you couldn't
said just a little weakly. "I had heard that count that talking back, could you?"
Lucy was ill, and some one told me that she
Mrs. Marchmont, half crying and half
kept begging to see me. But," he smiled a laughing, clasped Lucy to her heart and
bit whimsically, "I didn't know I would ar- said fervently:
rive under just these circumstances."
"Thank God for my little girl! Thank
The doctor was delighted to be able to God for everything and everybody!"
assure Mr. Thorn that there were no seri"Especially for Grandpa," put in little
ous or internal injuries, and that he would Lucy.
doubtless be all right in a day or two. Little
Lucy stirred faintly.
Conference Sermon
"I want to see Grandpa!" So weak, so
faint, so far-away sounded the little voice.
(Continued from page 221)
"Let's see," said the doctor, "if you are
strong enough to go over to her bed. That's He now turns to His Heavenly Father for
what she needs. I think you can make it. communication.
Come, I'll steady you. There, Thorn, take
W e speak of our Advocate, our Interthe other side. That's it."
Grandpa, with the assistance of the other cessor, our Great High Priest, and specutwo men, went and sat on the side of the late on His pleadings, but here before He
goes into the presence of God for us, He
bed of the sick child.
"She's been delirious for days," the doc- gives us a perfect example of the great
tor said meditatively. "Speak to her. I've passion of His heart.
done everything in my power to break the
In the first five verses the communicafever and to restore her to consciousness. tion is entirely beween Himself and His
It seems she wants you. I hope your voice
Father. The next fourteen verses reveal
is the medicine that will accomplish what I
failed to do. If your voice and your pres- His desire for the group of disciples which
His Father had given Him. He speaks to
ence do not do it, well—"
Grandpa tenderly clasped the hot, parch- His Father telling Him what He did for
ed, thin little hand in his own. He looked these men, of their knowledge and reladown into the sad, sick little face and said tionship with Him; with assurance He expresses how they have kept the Father's
as tenderly as a mother:
"Lucy, here is Grandpa. You've been word. He expresses three great and comasleep a long, long time. Wake up now, passionate desires for them: first, "Holy
Father, keep through thine own Name those
here's Grandpa."
The child opened her eyes and a smile whom thou hast given M e " (note the pursuffused her face that, as even blunt Carl pose of this prayer) that they may be one
Thorn put it afterwards, looked like that as we are; second, "that they may be kept
of an angel. Then closing the tired little from the evils of the world," third, "Sanceyes, and clasping Grandpa's hand a little tify them through thy truth." Then Jesus
tighter, she spoke just one word, but what acknowledges where truth is found. In
volumes that word means when spoken by a the same manner that Jesus was commischild! All poor little tired, sick, lonely
sioned He commissioned the disciples. The
Lucy said was, "Now!"
reason He sanctified or consecrated HimThe next morning, after the doctor
brought to Mrs. Marchmont the glorious self was for their sake that they should
news that Lucy hadn't a particle of temper- follow the same course. The last section
ature, and that she had actually laughed— of this intercessory prayer reaches farther
very, very softly and weakly, though, and than the group around Him. Here we
after Car] Thorn, big, husky fellow that he have a picture of His t -reat concern not
was, had broken down and wept like a baby only for them bv* for all future generations
when he attemnted to describe the meetinp- who shall believe on Him through their
of Lucv and Grandpa—after all this, and word. In this last section His prayer is
after Mrs. Marchmont had peeped in and for the whole Christian Church for all
had seen Lucy and Grandpa so supremely

"Thorn," he said peremptorily, "it's your
father. He's been hurt by an automobile.
Shall I have him brought in or shall I
get an ambulance and send him to a hospital? Your sister, you know—I didn't
know how she might feel about it under the
circumstances."
"Why, of course bring the dear old gentleman in here," Thorn said with his characteristic positiveness. "As for my sister,
leave her to me."
Thorn went to Mrs. Marchmont and told
her in a most casual manner told her that
an old man had been slightly hurt by a
passing car, and that he thought the poor
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time, and the vital issue is unity. He prays
first that they may be one in their relationship like unto Himself and His Father,
also one in unity with Himself and the Father. W h a t is His purpose in this unity?
THAT THE WORLD MAY
BELIEVE
THAT THOU HAST SENT
ME.
"For God sent not His Son into the
world to condemn the world, but that the
world through Him might be saved."
The first great concern of Jesus in this
intercessory prayer for the future effectiveness of the church in the world is her
unity.
Next He acknowledges that the glory
given to Him H e gave to them, that they
may be one even as we are one. Then for
the third time in immediate consecutive
order, with but a slight change, He expresses His desire for this standard of
unity Which makes perfect in One.
W h y this compassionate cry? "That the
world may know that Thou hast sent me
and hast loved them, as Thou has,<t loved
me."
Once more He expresses a great determination, "I will that they W h o m thou
hast given Me—that they may behold My
Glory." Then in a few words He closes
His prayer in an expression bounding with
with the same intense animation for unity.
Someone has spoken in sadness concerning the broken fellowship and impaired
unity of the church, when a great saint answered, "Yes, that is true, but let us remember that God holds in His own Hand
the golden bowl of The Church's Unity unbroken. The earthly copy has been greatly marred, smashed and broken to atoms,
but the true church remains intact."
Considering the basis o)f this impassionate appeal, we can hardly follow the revealing thought without some sense oif an
humble acknowledgment, that it is -no
wonder that the world sometimes says
"Settle your differences within the church,
then we may consider your message."

A Graphic Picture
Isaiah 20
f f T j - E R E am I; send me" (Is. 6:8). This
• i n . brief chapter is full of suggestive
teaching as it shows us the absolute surrender and utter devotion of Isaiah to
the service of the Lord. The mention of
an Assyrian king whose name is given here
as Sargon, used to be a favorite objection
made much of by destructive critics against
the theory of inspiration, because it was
generally supposed that no such person
ever existed. N o w we are told that his
palace has been found, and it is rich in its
witness to the truth of the Scripture as
it contains numerous inscriptions which
verify the Biblical narrative, and accordingly his identity is now unquestioned.
It was in the days of this Sargon, that an
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officer, here named Tartan, which means
commander-in-chief, attacked Ashdod and
took it. This invasion moved Isaiah to an
act which was quite common in the East,
of enforcing the spoken word by an acted
parable. T h e action was intended to provide a graphic picture of the humiliation
and degradation which would overtake
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both Egyptian and Ethiopian prisoners,
and which would compel the inhabitants
,of the coast land, that is, the Jews of
Palestine, to grave heart-searching, with
the cry, "How shall we escape"?
Food for thought: "There is a place by
Me, and thou shalt stand upon rock".
—The Christian
(London).
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